Editor’s Advice: How to keep away from mobile power explosions	


!
June 24, 2013, Beijing Subway Line 10, a woman’s mobile power in her backpack suddenly
combusted spontaneously, dense smoke swirled and billowed; 	

April 8, 2014, Xi'an Xianyang International Airport, a man’s mobile power in his suitcase
exploded when he was going through the airport security check; 	

May 8, 2014, Shenzhen Metro Line 4, a passenger's mobile power exploded suddenly, four
passengers were injured; 	

......	




	

(Exploded Mobile Power)	


!
Shocking incidents make mobile power a hot potato. People usually only pay attention to the price
and appearance when choosing the mobile power, while neglecting safety issues. The editor has
summarized the following tips for mobile power purchase, never let your "mobile power" be a
“mobile bomber"!	

Firstly, choose the right brand 	

Currently the mobile power brands on the market are as many as the stars in the sky, and their
qualities are mixed with good and bad. Recent media reports disclosed that a lot of portable
chargers are three-no products (Unbranded and dateless product by a nameless factory), a serious
threat to human lives. Therefore, the biggest problem for mobile power consumers is to find out a
good brand. Common brands on the mobile power market include Yoobao, Philips, tigo and pisen.
tigo brand products are supported by the world's top vendor, and have passed RoHS, FCC, CE
and other international authority certifications, providing users with safe and secure mobile power.	




	

Secondly, choose high-quality batteries 	

Battery is as a core component of mobile power, which not only directly affects the performance
of mobile power, but also decides the safety of the mobile power. Batteries are categorized as
18650 batteries and polymer batteries. Any mobile power, regardless of its brand, is not reliable
without high-quality battery. The tigo mobile power products use high quality Samsung original
packaging 18650 and top grade polymer batteries. Safer and lasts longer.	

Thirdly, choose a high-end circuit board 	

A good circuit board allows the mobile power for maximum performance; otherwise, high-quality
batteries can not avoid accidents. Meanwhile, the special and excellent circuit design can protect
the batteries; reduce loss and heat; convert maximum battery power into output energy; and
stabilize voltage and current. tigo power bank has international leading
power supply
management solutions, giving the charging devices as well as the product itself nine security
measures! It also grants tigo mobile power with superior performance such as fully compatible,
highly efficient and lasting battery life. 	

Fourthly, choose formal purchase channel	

With the development of Internet and mobile Internet, the purchase channels of products have
never been so diversified, convenient and flexible. Mobile power e-supplies are as many as the
stars in the sky; portable chargers less than 100 RMB are everywhere. But as the saying goes:
cheap things are not good; good things are not cheap. For mobile power supply, the quality and
price is proportionally related. It is also advised to purchase the product through formal channels,
such as official website and authorized TMALL store, JD store, this will not only ensure the
genuineness of product, but also guarantee the after sale service.	

For more information, please feel free to scan the tigo official WeChat QR Code, or search
WeChat ID: tigo2013.

